1.) Dust mop floor with untreated or water base treated dust mop.
2.) Clean floor with a properly diluted solution of PRT Cleaner. Either damp mop, or use with an auto scrubber and a red pad.
3.) Spray a light mist of PRT Spray Buff on floor in front path of floor machine. DO NOT OVER WET!
4.) Using a natural fiber pad, buff out this fine mist to a deep, rich luster.
5.) Flip or change pad as necessary. Pad will become soiled due to deep cleaning, rejuvenating action.
6.) **For maximum gloss and luster using PRT Spray Buff, a proper base foundation must be established on the floor. This product is outstanding for use with the landmark PRT Maintenance System!**

**Slip resistance meets or exceeds (ASTM D 2047-93) James Machine 0.5 minimum.**

**PRECAUTIONS**

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.**
See container and MSDS for further safety instructions.

---

**PRT Earhtones, simply the most durable & beautiful commercial floor on the market today.....**